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Introduction. The question of when two Gaussian measures are equivalent

continues to receive attention (see, for example, [4]). In the present paper we

nvestigate this question in the case where one of the measures is Wiener measure.

We succeed in giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a wide class of

Gaussian measures to be equivalent to Wiener measure (Theorem 5). Moreover,

in the case of equivalence, we give an explicit formula for the Radon-Nikodym

derivative of one measure with respect to the other. These results, which generalize

earlier ones of the author [6], are based on a recent paper of Woodward [7]

on linear transformations of the Wiener process. In particular, our sufficiency

results are obtained by examining the question of when it is possible to represent

a Gaussian process by means of a linear transformation of the Wiener process.

In answering this question we are led to study a new class of Gaussian processes,

namely those which have what we shall call factorable covariance functions.

The covariance function r is factorable on [0, fc] if r may be written in the form

r(s,r) =       Ris,u)Rit,u)du.
Jo

The class of processes with factorable covariance functions forms the subject of

most of our study.

1. Some preliminary definitions and lemmas. By a Gaussian process (some-

times symbolized (x(r), a ^ t ^ b}), we shall mean a triple {X,¿$,Xrm} where

X = Xia, b) is a set of real-valued functions defined on an interval [a, b], 88 is a

Borel field of subsets of X containing all sets of the form

{x eX | x(t0) ^ c, t0e[a,f?]}

and Xrm is a Gaussian probability measure on Siï determined by a covariance

function r and a mean function m. How r and m determine such a measure is well

known [2, pp. 71-74]. In this paper we shall always take the interval [a,b] to be
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/ = [0,ft]. Moreover, we shall assume that the mean function is identically zero;

thus without confusion we may write Xr in place of Xr0. The most familiar of all

Gaussian processes is the Wiener process {C,B,XW}. Here C s C(0, ft) denotes

the set of all continuous functions on /, B is the Borel field generated by sets

of the form indicated above and Xw is the measure on B determined by the co-

variance function w(s, t) = min (s,()• It is easy to show that

Aw{xeC|x(0) = 0} = l.

Hence C is often replaced by C0, the set of all continuous functions on [0, ft]

vanishing at 0. In particular this is true of Woodward's paper [7], which we shal1

be using later.

Min(s,i) is an example of a large class of factorable covariance functions

which are of major concern to us. We make the following definition.

Definition. We say that reG = G(0, ft) if

ris,t) =      Ris,u)Rit,u)du
Jo

for some R defined on I x I and satisfying:

(1.1) the total variation of R(s,i) with respect to t is less than some constant

which is independent of s,

(1.2) R(s, ft) = 0 and B(s,0) is continuous on J,

(1.3) J¿ R(s,w)dw is continuous in s on Í for each t in I.

We note immediately that (1.2) places no restriction on r. We require it merely

asa matter of convenience. As a matter of fact, we impose conditions (1.1)—(1.3)

so that the transformation

T(x(-)) =  f   x(u)duR(-,u)

will be a bounded linear transformation of C into itself. More than this, we will

want to use the fact that every bounded linear transformation of C into itself

has a representation of this type where R satisfies (1.1)—(1.3) (see, for example,

[5, pp. 219, 220] but note that we have chosen the normalization B(i,ft) = 0 in

place of R(t,0) = 0).

It is a simple matter to demonstrate that every r in G is a covariance function.

Whether every covariance function defined on I x I belongs to G is not as simple

to determine. The analagous question for matrices is whether every positive

definite matrix Q can be represented in the form P'P where P' is the transpose

of P. Here the answer is yes and in fact P can be chosen in a variety of ways,

for example, triangular or symmetric. Apparently, the situation is similar though

not as transparent in the case of a covariance function. Certainly the class G is

very large and contains all triangular covariance functions (see §4). The author
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conjectures and hopes to show in a future paper that appropriate regularity

conditions on r will guarantee that r is in G.

Covariance functions in G arise naturally from the study of bounded linear

transformations of the Wiener process. We make this precise in our first lemma.

Lemma 1. Let (x(f), 0-^t^.b} be the Wiener process and let r e G with factor

R. The Gaussian process {y(i), 0 ^ t ^ b} given by

y(()=J x(u)d„R(i,M)

has covariance function r and hence r determines a measure Xr on {C,B}.

Proof.

E{yis)yit)} =  E [j | xiu)xiv)duRis,u)dvRit,v)\

(•ft    pb

= miniu,v) duRis,u)d„Rit,v)
Jo Jo

=  Í       |   uduRis,u) + v Í  duRis,u)\dvRit,v)

= j    | -J   Ris,u)du]dvRiUv)

=     Ris,v)Rit,v)dv = ris,t).

Now y(r) = Jox(u)d„R(i,u), being a transformation satisfying (1.1)—(1.3),

maps C onto C (where C is a subset of C) and hence r determines a measure

Xr on {C',B}. This can be extended to {C,B} by defining Ar(C - C) = 0.

Our proof shows incidentally that any process arising from a bounded linear

transformation of the Wiener process has covariance function r in G. Even more

is true, as we see in the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let {x(i), 0 ^ t ^ b} be a Gaussian process determined by a

covariance function r in G. Let T be a bounded linear transformation of C into

itself. Then the process {y(i)> 0 i£ t ^ b} determined by y( • ) = T(x( • )) is a

Gaussian process with covariance function in G.

Proof. We may represent T in the form

T(x(-))=f *(")«-,w)
Jo

where K satisfies (1.1)—(1.3). Thus
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E{yis)yit)} =   f   f  riu,v)duKis,u)dvKiUv)
Jo Jo

i»6   fib   fib

Riu, w) R (v, w) d wduK (s, u) dvK (t, v)
Jo Jo Jo

=   Í   if Riu,w)duKis,u)\ í j R(v, w)dvKit,v) dw

where the Stieltjes integrals may have to be interpreted as Lebesgue Stieltjes

integrals.

Now let Pis,t)= $Riu,t)duKis,u). We must show that P satisfies (1.1)-

(1.3). (1.1) follows by using standard estimates and the fact that both R and K

satisfy(l.l). (1.2) follows immediately from the corresponding fact for R. Finally

t  /•&
v 'w

fit fit    fib

Pis,w)dw = Riu,w)duKis,u)d
Jo Jo Jo

Riu,w)dwduKis,u)
Jo   Jo

and since   f'0Riu,w)dw is continuous in u, it is mapped into a continuous function

by a transformation of C into C. Hence (1.3) is satisfied.

It will be convenient at various times to impose some or all of the following

conditions on the factor R of the covariance function r of G.

(1.4) jR(0, i) is continuous in t on (0,ft].

(1.5) qit) = Rit+,t) - Rit~ ,t) exists and is continuous for each t e(0, ft) and

g(0) = B(0,0).
(1.6) If

{ qit), s > t or s = t = 0,

W' } "10, otherwise,

and if Lis,t) = Ris,t) — Qis,t), then Lis,t) is absolutely continuous in s on /

for each t e I.

(1.7) id/ds)Lis,t) = Lxis,t), which would exist for almost all sel for each

tel by (1.6), satisfies

(»6   fib

[Lxis,tj\2dsdt< co.
Jo Jo

(1.8) There exist functions Mis,t) and Jis) such that L^s.f) = A?(s,i) for

almost all s e I for all í e / where

rMis, t) + Jis), s>t,

Mis, t) = \ Mis, t) + J(s)/2, s = t,

[Mis, t), s<t.
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(1.9) M(s,r) is of B.V. on / x / (see [7, p. 459]) and J(s) is of B.V. on /.

(1.10) DiM)=l +
i n! Jo        Jo

Misx,sx) ••• Misx,sn)

Mis,„sx) ■■■ Misn,sJ

ds1 — ds„,

the Fredholm determinant of Mis, t) evaluated at — 1, is not equal to zero.

Note that (1.8) and (1.9) imply (1.7) since Lx is bounded on J x / if (1.8) and

(1.9) hold.

2. An extension of a theorem of Baxter [1].

Theorem 1. Let {C,B,Xr} be a Gaussian process with mean function identi-

cally zero and covariance function reG. Suppose that the factor R of r satisfies

(1.5)—(1.7). Then with probability one,

2" [T

lim  I [xÍA)-x(i,-i)]2=      q\u)du
n->oo i = l JO

where tk = kT/2", k = 0,1, —,2a, Tel and q is defined as in (1.5).

Proof. Following Baxter, we let

2»

ajk= E{[x(í/i)-x(rK_1)][x(fJ.)-x(í7._ J]}, bB = 2  I   iaJk)2
j,k = l

and note that (see [1, pp. 523, 524]) the theorem will be proved if we can show

(2.1) 2"bn is bounded,

(2.2)
2" rT

lim Z aftJt = I   q2(u)du.
B-»0O  lt = l JO

We introduce the following notation :

Rkiu)= Ritk,u)-Ritk_x,u),

Qkiu)= Qih,u)-Qitk_uu)--
qiu),        it_i ^u<Ltk, ujtO,

0r otherwise,

Lkiu)= Litk,u)-Litk-Uu)=        LAs,u)ds,
Jtk-i

N=[   [  lLxis,t)Ydsdt.
Jo Jo
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Now

ft„/2=   I [Jo Rkiu)Rjiu)du\

=   Jo Jo[2 K*(") **(»)] dudv

=  f    f  TE {Lkiu)Lkiv) + Lkiu)Qkiv)
Jo Jo L *

+ Lkiv) Qkiu) + Qkiu) Qkiv)} J dudv.

Making use of fairly standard inequalities on this expression, one may show that

ft„/2^4 (iff  L2(s,u)dsdt/(T/2")1  +2¡ q\v)dv f f   L2xis,u)dsduiT/2")
I L Jo Jo J        Jo JoJo

+   f \ q2iu)q\v)dudv\

s

where

S= \J{ix,y)\tj_xz%xitj, tj„x<y<tj}.
j = í

We conclude that

ftn/2^4ft2JV2/22B+ Í8ftNÍ   q2iv)dv   ¡2n + 4    Í ( q2iu)q2iv)dudv,

s

from which it follows that 2"ft„ is bounded.

To establish (2.2), we observe that

2" fib

lim E akk =   lim        E Rkiu)du
n-*ao fc = l n-*co    Jo     k

=  lim   f    I [L,(«) + Qkiu)fdu
n-»oo Jo     k

=  lim ( f    E L\iu)du + 2 f   E Lkiu)Qkiu)du + f  E QÏiu)du j
»-•oo   I Jo        k Jo      k Jo    k f

= 0 + 0+    |   q\u)du.

Corollary. Let Xr be a Gaussian probability measure determined by a co-

variance function reG with factor R satisfying (1.4)—(1.7). Then if Xr is ab-

solutely continuous with respect to Wiener measure Xw on {C,B}, it follows that

(2.3) q2it) = [Rit\ t) - Rit~, í)]2 = 1 on (0, ft),

(2.4) RÍO,t)= 0 for all te(0,ft].
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Proof. Noting that the factor W of wis, t) = min (s, í) is given by

(1, s < t or s = t = 0,
Wis,t) =

(0, otherwise,

so that [Wit +, t) - Wit ', i)] 2 = 1 on (0, ft), we may easily show that

[B(í + ,í)-K(r,í)]2=l

just as in [6, p. 753]. To show (2.4) we note that since

Xw{x e C | x(0) = 0} = 1

it must be true that the Xr measure of this set is also 1. Hence r(0,0) = 0 but since

r(0, 0) = ¡b0R2iO,t)dt, it follows that B(0,i) = 0 for almost all tel. Finally,

using the hypothesis that R(0, t) is continuous on (0, ft], we have (2.4).

3. Relation to a theorem of Woodward. Cameron, Martin and others have

developed an extensive transformation theory for the Wiener process. Of special

interest to us is a recent paper of Woodward [7] which gives a very general

linear transformation theorem.

Theorem 2 (Woodward). Let

T(x( •)) = *(•)+   f   f Miu,v)dudxiv)
Jo Jo

be a transformation defined on C0 (see introduction for definition of C0) and

suppose that there exist functions M and J such that

Mis,t), s<t,

(3.1) Mis, t) =  ¡ Mis, t) + J(s)/2, s = t,

Mis, t) + J(s), s > t,

where M isofB.V. onlxl and J isofB.V. on I. Suppose further (see (1.10)) that

(3.2) D(A?) ¥= 0.

Then the transformation T carries C0 onto C0 in a one-to-one manner and if

F is a B measurable function such that either side of the following equation

exists, both sides exist and are equal.

(3.3) Ew{Fiy)} = | DiM)| £w{F(Tx)exp [ - <F(x)/2]}

where

(3.4) ¥(x) = i        Ím(s,í) + Mit,s) + i Miu,s)Miu,t)du 1 dxis)dxit).
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Some minor differences between this theorem and the one in Woodward's

original paper should be noted. We have stated the result for the interval [0, f>]

rather than [0,1]. Also we use £w{---} in place of Woodward's ¡c0---dw. Finally

there is an extra factor of 1/2 in the exponential in our formula (3.3) due to the

fact that we use min (s, í) rather than (1/2) min (s, t) as the covariance fonction for

the Wiener process.

For our purposes the following form of Woodward's theorem is more useful.

Theorem 3. Let

T(x( • )) = x( • ) + í   f Miu,v)dudxiv)
Jo Jo

satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. Then the transformation T carries C0

onto C0 in a one-to-one manner and if G is a B measurable function such that

either side of the following equation exists, then both sides exist and are equal.

(3.5) £w{G(Tx)} = |£>(A/)|-1£w{G(x)exp[ - <D(x)/2]}

where

(3.6) O(x) = f   f \M-1is,t) + M-1it,s)+ f Ñ~1iu,s)M-\u,t)du\dxis)dxit),

M'1 being the Volterra reciprocal kernel of M.

Proof. In Woodward's paper it is shown that T-1  exists and has the form

T~\yi • )) = y( • ) + f f   M-\u,v)dudyiv).
JoJ 0

It is not difficult to show that if M satisfies (3.1) and (3.2) then so does M~\ In

fact DiM~*) = [D(MVJ " \ Hence applying Theorem 2 to the transformation T~\

we have

£w{F(x)} = \DiM)\ -^"{FiT-^expl - <D(x)/2]}.

Letting Fix) = GiTx) we obtain (3.5).

It may appear that Theorem 3 covers only a very limited class of bounded

linear transformations on C0, namely those of the form

T(x( • )) = x( • ) + í    i Miu, v) dudx iv).
J o Jo

In actuality, however, it is only transformations of this type for which a result

like (3.5) can hold. Before making this statement precise, we remark that every

bounded linear transformation of C0 into itself has a representation of the form

T(x(-))= Í xiu)duRi ■ ,u)
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where R satisfies (1.1)-(1.3) and in addition B(0, i) = 0 for t e (0, ft].

Now we pose the question. For what bounded linear transfoimaticns T of C0

into itself does there exist a function J such that

(3.7) £w{G(Tx)} = £w{G(x) J(x)}

for all B measurable functions G, equality being interpreted in the sense of

Theorem 3?   We answer in

Theorem 4. Lei T(x( • )) = J"o x(u) duR( • , u) be an arbitrary bounded

linear transformation of C0 into C0 (see remarks above). Suppose in addition

that R satisfies (1.5)—(1.7). Then if there exists a function J such that (3.7) holds,

it follows that T may be written in the form

T(x( • )) = ± x( • ) +   í   i Kiu,v)dudxiv)
Jo J 0

for some function K.

Proof. y(i) = T(x(f)) determines a Gaussian process {C0,B,Xr} with covariance

function r given by (see Lemma 1)

r(s,i) =       Ris,u)Rit,u)du.
J o

Now for all B measurable functions G,

Er{Giy)} = £w{G(Tx)} = Ew{G(x)J(x)},

from which it follows that Xr is absolutely continuous with respect to Xw. Hence

by the corollary to Theorem 1, <j2(u) = 1 on (0, ft). Since q is continuous, it follows

that either qiu) = 1 or qiu) = - 1 on (0, ft). Thus

fib fib

x(«)d„B(i,u)  =   -      B(i,u)dx(u)
Jo Jo

= - i {QiU «) + Lit, u)] dx (u) (see (1.6))
Jo

=  ±x(t)-    Lit,u)dxiu).
Jo

But by (1.6), L(i,u) is absolutely continuous in t. Also it is easy to show that

L(0,u) = 0 for all uel since K(0,u) = 0 for all ue(0,ft]. Hence there exists

a function K such that

-L(í,w)=   f Kiw,u)dw.
Jo

The result follows.
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This brings us to our main theorem on Gaussian measures equivalent to Wiener

measure.

Theorem 5. Let Xr be a Gaussian probability measure determined by a

covariance function reG with factor R satisfying (1.4)-(1.10). Then X, is equiv-

alent to Wiener measure Xw on {C,B} if and only if

(3.8) [R(i+,0 - R(f ,t)f = l on (0,b)

and

(3.9) R(0,t) = 0for all te(0,ft].

Moreover when these two conditions hold, the Radon-Nikodym derivative of

X, with respect to Xw is given by

(3.10) idXr/dXw)ix) = | DiM) | - « exp [ - 0(x)/2]

where M and $ are defined as in (1.8) and (3.6) respectively.

Proof. The "only if" part of the theorem is the corollary to Theorem 1. To

show the "if" part we suppose that (3.8) and (3.9) hold. We may as well assume

that R(i+, i) - Rit" , t) = 1 for if not we may replace R by - R without changing r.

Now consider the process {y(f), 0 ^ t <; b} determined by

y(í) = T(x(0) = -|x(«)á,R(í,« )

where {x(i), 0 ^ t ^ b} is the Wiener process. By Lemma 1, £{y(s)y(f)} = ris,t)

so that

(3.11) £'{£(y)} = Ew{F(Tx)}

for all B measurable functions F for which either side exists. Making use of

(1.5), (1.6), (1.8) and (3.9), we may write (for all xeC0 and hence for almost

all x e C)

¡•b (•(>   /»•

T(x( •)) = *(■)+    L( • ,u)dxiu) = x( • ) + Miw,u)dwdx (m)
Jo Jo Jo

where moreover M satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3. Hence applying that

theorem to (3.11), we obtain

(3.12) Er{Fiy)} = | D(M)| - 1Ew{Fix)exp [ - 0>(x)/2]}.

But this implies that Xr is absolutely continuous with respect to Xw and that (3.10)

holds.
To see that Xw is absolutely continuous with respect to Xr, let Xa be the set

characteristic function of a set of Xr measure zero. By (3.12)
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0 = E'{xAiy)} = \DiM)\-1E-{xAix)exp[ - <5(x)/2]}.

But since the exponential function is positive it follows that A is a set of Xw

measure zero. The conclusion follows.

4. Application to triangular covariance functions. In an earlier paper [6], the

author studied the class of Gaussian measures determined by triangular

covariance functions, that is, by functions r satisfying

rist)=  lu®v®>
r{S>t)      \uit)vis), s^t,

where

(4.1) u(0) ̂  0,

(4.2) !<0 > 0 on I,

(4.3) w" and v" exist and are continuous on I,

(4.4) i)(0M'(0-«(0»'(0>0onL

One of the results in that paper was the following theorem (see [6, p. 752]).

Theorem 6. Let Xr be a Gaussian probability measure determined by a

triangular covariance function satisfying (4.1)-(4.4). Then Xr is equivalent to

Wiener measure Xw on {C, B} if and only if

(4.5) vit) u 'it) - uit) v'it) = 1 on I,

(4.6) u(0) = 0.

Moreover i/(4.5) and (4.6) hold,

(4.7) idXr/dXw)ix) = [i>(0)Mft)] 1/2exp(l/2) f v'it)d [x2(í)Á(0]-
Jo

We wish to demonstrate that this result is a special case of Theorem 5. First

we note that the class of triangular covariance functions satisfying (4.1)-(4.4)

belongs to G. To see this, let

fvis

Ris,t)= \
lo,

¡vis) ji[d/dt\ [k(0M0]).       s > í or s = r = 0,

otherwise.

Then R satisfies (1.1)—(1.10) and moreover

r(s,i) = I   Ris,w)R{t,w)dw.

Also in this case,
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[R(i+ ,f) - R(r ,i)]2 _ vit)u'it) - uit)v'it)

so that (3.8) is equivalent to (4.5). Similarly R(0,i) = 0 on (0,fc] is equivalent

tor (0,0) = 0 which in our case means that u(0) = Oso that (3.9) becomes (4.6).

Finally assuming that (4.5) and (4.6) hold, one may readily check that

R(s,f) =
rt>(s)/i>(0, s > tors = i = 0

(.0, otherwise

(v'is)/vit), s > t

Mis,t) = \ v'is)/2vis), s = t

[O, s < t

Í— v'is)/vis), s> t
- v'is)/2vis), s = t

0, s<t

fib fib

£>(M) = exp     Mis,s)ds = exp(l/2)    \y'is)/vis)~\ds
Jo Jo

= [vib)/vi0)]112,

<D(x) =  -Jo v'it)d[x2it)/vit)l
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